
Revealing Digital Behavior
Digital Experience Analytics



Optimizing Digital Experiences

Be it through a website or app, customers expect a 
seamless, quick, and easy online experience. Unfortunately, 
they don’t always get one.

Decibel Insight provides the world’s largest companies with 
unprecedented visibility into how online visitors interact 
with their digital properties, ensuring the experiences they 
provide for their customers are flawless and compelling.

“What we like about Decibel Insight is they are 
young, they are hungry, and their code has been 
developed in a way that is really modern and 
works really closely with our front end. They are 
able to act very quickly and be really agile with 
their changes.”

Tom Lloyd
Senior Manager for Development & Analytics
Walmart
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Revealing Behavior
It’s only when you step into your website visitors’ 
shoes that you can truly understand how to improve 
their experiences.

Decibel Insight reveals exactly how users behave on 
websites and apps, making it easy for enterprise 
businesses to quantify and improve the customer 
experience across every digital touchpoint.

“Decibel Insight lets us reassure the decision 
makers that we have proof of a bottleneck in the 
customer experience. It’s not something we can 
show them with a number or an Excel spreadsheet. 
We need to be able to show them actual customer 
behavior. 

“Here they spend a lot of time on our site but 
aren’t clicking a button. Here they’re hovering over 
white space. So let’s put a button there. That is so 
valuable to understanding exactly how people are 
interacting with our sites and how we can improve 
their experience.”

Helena Boada
Digital Marketing Analyst
Education First



Premier Adobe Partner

Decibel Insight is one of only five top-tier Adobe partners in 
the world. Our technical teams have an active and highly 
productive relationship, making Decibel Insight one of the 
most deeply integrated technologies in the Adobe suite.

Enhance your quantitative analytics with qualitative, 
on-page behavioral insights, generate hypotheses for and 
understand the outcomes of split tets, and gauge the 
effectiveness of personalized content.

Whatever Adobe product you use, Decibel Insight 
empowers you to get the most out of it.

Guaranteed, fast service-level agreements
Early exposure to the Adobe roadmap
Deep product integrations



Session Replay
The most video-like session 
replay tool available. See 
what your visitors see and 
how they interact.

Heatmaps
Thermal-style imagery 
shows which content is 
most influential in the path 
to conversion.

Form Analytics
Field-by-field, accurately 
map the sources of friction 
in your checkout process.

Segmentation
Hone in on unique 
audience segments to bring 
new depth and meaning to 
your analysis.

Behavior Detection
Let the technology do the 
hard work - our new feature 
automatically detects 
noteworthy visitor behavior.

Everything You Need
Decibel Insight’s award-winning platform brings you a comprehensive toolkit of 
customer experience analytics features. It’s the only software you need to get a complete view 
of what visitors see and do on your website.
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Behavior Detection
Quantify the customer experience with smart new 
behavioral metrics. Our machine-learning algorithms 
learn what a 'normal' user experience on your website 
looks like, and automatically alert you to anything that 
falls outside it. 

Instantly get to the insights that matter by seeing 
where users are frustrated, engaged, or demonstrating 
interesting behaviors.

Furthermore, unify digital teams with a single view of 
customer experience, and understand exactly how 
users behave on your website or app - and how you 
can improve their experiences.

Automatically surface interesting in-session behavior
Prioritize optimization based on user insights
See the scale of UX problems on your site
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Session Replay
Our advanced session replay brings customer 
experiences to life. Easily spot friction and solve 
problems in the path to conversion by watching 
video-accurate renderings of real visits to your 
web properties.

Accurately record and replay every user 
interaction on your website including details like 
mouse movement, scrolling, clicks, interactions 
with forms, highlighting text, interacting with 
dynamic menus and more.

Capture dynamic and responsive content
Favorite, comment and share interesting replays
Show mouse trail, text selection, clicks and more
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Dynamic Heatmaps
Learn more with responsive heatmaps. Observe 
trends in user behavior and experience across 
different segments and devices. 

With advanced heatmaps you can visualize 
aggregated in-page user interactions: see the 
content, page layouts and designs that effectively 
engage your visitors - and those that don’t. 

Click heatmaps show visitor clicks on content
Scroll heatmaps expose scrolling patterns
Attribution heatmaps show the content that converts



Form Analytics
Increase form conversion rates. Your online forms
are the critical end of the conversion funnel. 
When a visitor reaches a form it’s likely that their 
intention-to-convert is at its highest point. Make 
sure you deliver on their expectations.

Form analytics creates a dashboard for every 
form on your website that quantifies the 
effectiveness of your website forms and identifies 
exactly which fields frustrate your visitors and 
cause them to abandon the transaction. 

Collect advanced form metrics
Aggregate data for entire forms, and form groups
Quick dashboard creation for every form
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Segmentation
At the heart of Decibel Insight is a powerful 
audience segmentation tool that enables you to 
slice and dice your audience into meaningful 
groups for deeper analysis. 

It’s in these segments that you’ll find the best and 
most actionable insights. Drill down into relevant 
data and understand the behavioral differences 
between each group. 

Focus on meaningful segments of your data
Import segments from your analytics tools
Filter by a wide array of sophisticated variables



Error & Load Reports
Slow page loading and on-page errors are two of 
the most common problems affecting visitor 
experience which can kill your conversion rate.

Decibel Insight’s comprehensive error and load 
time reports give complete visibility of these 
important technical issues - where they’re 
occurring, how many visitors they’re impacting, 
and the context that leads to them. 

See a breakdown of on-site technical issues
Prioritize based on scale and impact of each problem
Fix slow loading pages and errors to improve UX
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Further Analysis
Decibel Insight contains a host of extra features 
that help you to build the fullest possible picture 
of user behavior and experience on your website. 

As well as our core functionality, Decibel Insight 
also includes funnel visualization tools, email 
alerts and report subscriptions. 

All that, plus extensive integrations with leading 
martech vendors like Adobe, Oracle, Google, 
Tealium, Monetate, Qubit, iPerceptions and more.

Funnels visualize the flow of visitors
Subscriptions send daily email updates of key reports
Alerts keep you posted if key metrics change



US +1 917 979 5770
UK +44 20 3700 4700
hello@decibelinsight.com
www.decibelinsight.com
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To book a personalized 
demonstration of Decibel 
Insight with one of our 
experts, simply contact us 
using the details below.




